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The NASA Hall Effect Rocket with Magnetic Shielding (HERMeS) 12.5 kW Technology Demonstration Unit-1 (TDU-1) Hall thruster has been the subject of extensive technology maturation in preparation for development into a flight ready propulsion system. Part of the technology maturation was to test the TDU-1 thruster in several ground based electrical configurations to assess the thruster robustness and suitability to successful in-space operation. The ground based electrical configuration testing has recently been demonstrated as an important step in understanding and assessing how a Hall thruster may operate differently in-space compared to ground based testing, and to determine the best configuration to conduct development and qualification testing. This paper describes the electrical configuration testing of the HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster in NASA Glenn Research Center’s Vacuum Facility 5. The three electrical configurations examined were 1) thruster body tied to facility ground, 2) thruster floating, and 3) thruster body electrically tied to cathode common. The HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster was also configured with two different exit plane boundary conditions, dielectric and conducting, to examine the influence on the electrical configuration characterization.

I. Introduction

For missions beyond low Earth orbit, spacecraft size and mass can be dominated by onboard chemical propulsion systems and propellants that may constitute more than 50 percent of the spacecraft mass. This impact can be substantially reduced through the utilization of Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) due to its substantially higher specific impulse. Studies performed for NASA’s Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate and Science Mission Directorate have demonstrated that a 50kW-class SEP capability can be enabling for both near term and future...
architectures and science missions [1]. To enable SEP missions at the power levels required for these applications, an in-space demonstration of an operational 50kW-class SEP spacecraft has been proposed as an SEP Technology Demonstration Mission (TDM). In 2010 NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) began developing large, deployable photovoltaic solar array structures for high-power electrical power production and high-power electric propulsion technologies [2-7]. The maturation of these critical technologies has made mission concepts utilizing high-power SEP viable.

The Asteroid Redirect Robotic Mission (ARRM) is the leading candidate for the SEP TDM concepts that utilizes an SEP spacecraft to return up to 20 metric tons (up to 6 m maximum extent) of asteroidal mass from the surface of a larger asteroid, to a stable orbit around the Moon for subsequent access by a human crewed mission [8-12]. The Ion Propulsion System (IPS) for ARRM will be used for heliocentric transfer from Earth to the target asteroid, orbit capture at the asteroid, transfer to a low orbit about the asteroid, a planetary defense demonstration after retrieval of the asteroidal mass from the larger asteroid, departure and escape from the asteroid, the heliocentric transfer from the asteroid to lunar orbit, and insertion into a lunar distant retrograde orbit. In addition, the IPS will provide pitch and yaw control of the spacecraft during IPS thrusting. To date, the technology development, performed by the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), has been focused on an in-house effort to mature the high-power Hall thruster and power processing designs. This work had recently begun the transition to a commercial vendor for the development of an Engineering Development Unit (EDU) Electric Propulsion (EP) string and optional Qualification Model (QM) and Flight Model (FM) hardware delivery in a timeline consistent with the current ARRM implementation. The flight electric propulsion string hardware will be provided as government furnished equipment to the Asteroid Redirect Vehicle (ARV) prime contractor.

As part of a technology maturation plan for the NASA’s Hall Effect Rocket with Magnetic Shielding (HERMeS) thruster, two Technology Demonstration Units (TDU-1 and TDU-2) has been subjected to testing in a number of efforts that are planned to increase the Technology Readiness Level (TRL). These efforts include extensive performance, stability, plume characterization, and facility interaction testing of the TDU-1 thruster, which occurred prior to a series of long duration tests to examine the robustness of the thruster. Further details can be found in the partner papers in Refs. [13-19]. The facility interaction testing of TDU-1 will examine the back sputter influence on the performance and wear characteristics, pressure induced effects, and the electrical configuration of the thruster in a ground based conducting vacuum facility (main subject of this paper). The 2,000 hour wear test of the TDU-1 thruster will focus primarily on thruster performance, wear of the thruster and cathode due to interaction with the plasma, plume characterization, thruster stability, and developing an understanding of the back-sputtering effects on Hall thruster wear testing. In a parallel effort, TDU-2 will undergo full environmental and performance testing. The results of the development level environmental testing will be used to improve the final flight system design.

The HERMeS thruster electrical configuration testing main objectives are to determine the most suitable electrical configuration, with respect to the vacuum facility, that simulates how the propulsion system will eventually be operated in space on a NASA mission.

A. Hall Thruster Facility Interaction

As higher-powered Hall thrusters have become more widely planned for future in-space NASA missions, with increased capabilities compared to current state-of-art (SOA) Hall thruster propulsion systems, there are several potential facility interaction considerations that need to be studied and understood in order to realize a low-risk path towards flight. One of the long understood facility interaction concerns with Hall thruster devices is the potential of propellant ingestion from the elevated background pressure of a ground-based vacuum chamber as compared to in-space pressures. This ingested propellant has been previously shown to artificially increase the performance of a Hall thruster over what would be expected in a space environment [20-26]. A relatively new Hall thruster facility interaction concern, identified and discussed in the Hall thruster community, pertains to the electrical interaction of a conducting vacuum facility with the plasma processes of a Hall thruster main plasma discharge, cathode coupling, and the thruster plasma plume [27-35]. Although this electrical interaction has always been present in some form or another, the first experimental examination known to this author was by McDonald in Ref. [36]. McDonald set out to examine how electrons travel from the cathode to the discharge of a Hall thruster and to understand electron transport in the near field region of a Hall thruster. In one of the experiments, McDonald measured a thruster body current to ground when the electrically isolated thruster was connected to facility ground through a calibrated current shunt. By alternating between a floating and a grounded state of the H6 Hall thruster, McDonald was able to determine that the current was composed of collected electrons on the exposed metal components of the thruster. This effect is analogous to a floating Langmuir probe. The full implications of the electrical configuration of a Hall thruster operating in a conducting vacuum facility had not been fully investigated, to the knowledge of this author, until recently by research groups at Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT), Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company,
Aerojet Rocketdyne, and the United States Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) [27-35]. The pressure induced and electrical interactions with respect to Hall thrusters will be discussed in further detail in the following sections, with the electrical configuration being the main topic of this paper.

1. **Hall Thruster Background Pressure Interaction**

   During the development of the HERMeS Hall thruster, NASA examined the influence of background pressure on the performance of the TDU-1 thruster and determined that the performance of the thruster remained relatively unchanged, with a slight negative slope, over the range of pressure achievable in Vacuum Facility 5 (VF-5) at NASA GRC [26], shown in Figure 1. The mass flow rate was increased with decreasing pressure to maintain a constant discharge power. Kamhawi in Ref. [26] calculated the influence of ingestion based on the background neutral density flux into the discharge channel of the Hall thruster and determined that the observed change in discharge current with pressure was accountable by loss of ingested neutral xenon atoms that comprised the majority of the background pressure. This suggests that the design of the HERMeS thruster is less sensitive to background pressure changes as compared to prior Hall thruster pressure studies [23, 37, 38].

   The SPT-100 performance, at a constant power, illustrated a different response to changing background pressures as shown in Ref [23]. The performance of the SPT-100 was approximately constant from 70 to 20 µTorr-Xe then began an exponential decay to approximately 80 mN from 15 to 1.6 µTorr-Xe. Diamant’s analysis of the performance and plume data determined the dominant cause of the performance decrease to be a result of the plume divergence increasing with decreasing background pressure. Diamant further theorized that the increased plume divergence was a result of the ionization and acceleration zones moving further downstream towards the exit plane of the thruster at lower facility pressures.

   The High Voltage Hall Accelerator (HiVHAC) Hall thruster performance demonstrated a similar shift of the ionization and acceleration zones with background pressure [37, 38] as observed with the SPT-100 in Ref. [23]. As the background pressure was increased, experimental evidence indicated that the ionization and acceleration zones were shifting upstream towards the thruster anode. The HiVHAC Hall thruster also showed similar performance trends as a function of pressure, shown in Figure 2, as was observed with the SPT-100 in Ref. [23]. In addition, calculations indicated that the flow ingestion did not account entirely for the observed change in thruster performance.
The calculated ingestion acceptance area for ionization and acceleration was increased by a factor of two to three times the physical size of the HiVHAC thruster discharge channel area to determine if the data could be matched by an expanded acceptance region outside of the thruster. The results of the artificially expanded region of ionization and acceleration still did not match the observed performance difference with pressure. These calculations indicated that there are other processes besides propellant ingestion that can influence the performance of a Hall thruster as the local background pressure is decreased, which may be related to the change in the plume properties observed by Diamant in Ref [23].

2. Hall Thruster Electrical Configuration

The electrical configuration of a Hall thruster, in relation to a conducting vacuum facility, has been recently identified as a concern that needs to be considered in the development and qualification of new Hall thruster propulsion systems [27-35]. The electrical configuration of a Hall thruster in a conducting ground based vacuum facility can be described in two primary configurations with a newly envisioned third option; 1) the thruster body is electrically tied to the facility ground (Figure 3), 2) the thruster body is isolated from the facility ground and allowed to float with respect to the local plasma potential (Figure 4), and 3) the thruster body isolated from the vacuum facility chamber ground and electrically tied to the floating cathode common (Figure 5) [39]. The first case is the electrical configuration that a vast majority of Hall thruster development and qualification testing has used over the past few decades [40]. In this electrical configuration it has been demonstrated that the propulsion system electrons can travel with the ion beam, as well as finding alternate low-resistance paths through the conducting thruster body and any nearby grounded structure and/or diagnostic equipment in close proximity to the thruster. The electrons traveling through the lower resistance path of the chamber walls meet up with the ions in the beam, and/or Charge-Exchange (CEX) ions, on the walls of the chamber and/or grounded carbon-based beam dump [28, 30, 31, 36].

The second case is analogous to the electrical configuration employed by current Hall thruster on spacecraft [39, 41], where the thruster body is electrically connected to the spacecraft chassis and spacecraft floats with the local
plasma potential, as shown in Figure 6. In space, a typical Hall thruster is fired away from the spacecraft to minimize the interaction between the plasma plume and the spacecraft. The primary reason for operating a Hall thruster in this manner is to reduce the potential erosion of spacecraft components by the energetic plasma. Since the plasma plume of a Hall thruster in space is fired away from the spacecraft, there is minimum to no chance for the system electrons to recombine with the ions without moving along with the beam and/or CEX ions by ambipolar diffusion. In this case the ion beam and neutralizing electrons are considered well coupled. It is postulated that floating a Hall thruster body in a conducting vacuum chamber can provide a methodology for ground based testing to partially simulate the electrical environment that a Hall thruster will be subjected to in space by forcing the electrons to travel with the beam ions instead of taken a lower resistance path through the conducting vacuum chamber, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Several recent electrical configuration studies have determined that allowing a portion of the Hall thruster plume’s electrons to travel through the vacuum facility conducting chamber can influence the operation of a Hall thruster [27-35]. The Hall thruster research group at GIT has conducted several experimental campaigns with a T-140 Hall thruster to investigate the coupling of a Hall thruster discharge and plume plasmas with a conducting vacuum chamber [27-31]. Additionally, there has been parallel work conducted by Aerojet Rocketdyne and AFRL on the XR-5 and XR-5A flight Hall thrusters that have resulted in similar findings as those obtained by GIT [32-35]. GIT researchers have determined that a conducting vacuum chamber can influence Hall thruster operation by changing the balance of electron motion in the plume. This configuration can result in a large thruster body negative floating potentials of $-20 \rightarrow -40$ V, or higher, with respect to the local plasma potential. The large negative potentials can increase the possible ion erosion of the thruster components, such as the front poles, outside the discharge channel by CEX ions [36, 39]. Additionally, it is likely that a larger negative AC floating potential can be present as a result of the oscillating nature of a Hall thruster. It is theorized that floating a thruster with a large negative potential with respect to the local plasma could result in elevated erosion of thruster components. The negative potential of a floating thruster body will be discussed further in Section III.
The third case is a configuration that has been previously employed in anode layer Hall thrusters, which are also known as Thruster with Anode Layer (TAL). This is due to the nature of the thruster configuration in which the guard rings are commonly electrically tied to the cathode common [42-47]. However, it has been recently proposed by Katz in Ref [39], that this electrical configuration could be applied to magnetic layer Hall thrusters, also known as a Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT), to limit the floating potential that the Hall thruster body could achieve by repelling the electron thruster body current. It has been suggested that electrically connecting the thruster body to the cathode common will limit the extent of its floating potential to the cathode-to-ground voltage in a grounded vacuum chamber, or to the floating potential of the cathode with respect to spacecraft chassis in space. Even though this proposed electrical configuration would be new for magnetically shielded Hall thrusters, it does represent a previously flown configuration, albeit with much less flight heritage (i.e. TAL).

3. Thruster Exit Plane Boundary Condition

In order to fully examine the influence of a the electrical facility-thruster configuration on the performance, plume, stability, and wear characteristics of the HERMeS Hall thruster, two thruster boundary conditions were included in the test campaign. The thruster boundary conditions for this paper is defined as the exit plane plasma wetted surfaces that can interact with the electrons and ions generated by the plasma discharge. In the first case of a grounded thruster body, discussed in Section I.A.2, one can imagine that a dielectric or conducting interface may play an important role in facility electrical interaction. A dielectric surface may represent a higher resistance path than a conductor in a grounded thruster electrical configuration. A conducting boundary condition in a floating electrical configuration will float to a potential to balance the electron and ion fluxes to a net zero current. This paper will explore the performance and stability of the two boundary conditions with respect to the three thruster-facility electrical configurations discussed in Section I.A.2. A companion paper by Williams will explore the wear characteristics of the two boundary conditions [19].

II. Experimental Apparatus

A. Hall Thruster

The conceptual SEP TDM IPS design utilizes multiple 12.5 kW magnetically-shielded Hall thrusters. To demonstrate high-power, high-specific-impulse performance for the desired mission capability and required lifetime, a joint NASA GRC and JPL team developed the 12.5 kW HERMeS thruster. The HERMeS TDU-1 thruster is shown in Figure 7. The design of HERMeS incorporates technologies developed by NASA over nearly two decades, and is enabled through the use of magnetic shielding to effectively eliminate discharge chamber erosion [3, 48-51]. The result is a significant increase in the operational lifetime of state-of-the-art Hall thrusters, with HERMeS being designed to operate at 3000 s specific impulse with a lifetime exceeding 50 kh.

The HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster was fabricated and the first test campaign was completed in 2015. The first test campaign demonstrated thruster performance, verified magnetically shielded operation at high specific impulse, and affirmed that the internally mounted cathode minimizes the effects of facility pressure on performance. Details regarding TDU thruster design, mission-required operating envelope, and test results are detailed in Refs. [3, 48, 49, 52-68].

Figure 7. The HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster with dielectric (left) and conducting (right) boundary conditions on the exit plane plasma wetted surfaces.
As discussed in Section I.A.2, the TDU-1 thruster could be electrically configured in three different configurations (Grounded, Floating, and Cathode). Changing between each of the electrical configuration was accomplished outside the chamber with the thruster break-out-box. The TDU-1 Hall thruster was configured with two different boundary conditions for the performance and electrical interaction testing described in this paper. The first boundary condition was comprised of a dielectric material (Al2O3) that is commonly employed on flight and development Hall thrusters, shown in Figure 7. The second boundary condition was comprised of a conductor (graphite) which has been used on several development Hall thrusters such as the H6MS, is also shown in Figure 7.

B. Vacuum Facility

Testing of the HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster was performed in VF-5 at NASA GRC. Full details on VF-5 can be found in Ref. [69]. The VF-5 main chamber is 4.6 m in diameter, 18.3 m long and can be evacuated with cryopanels and/or oil diffusion pumps. For the test campaign discussed in this paper, the TDU-1 Hall thruster was placed in the main volume of the chamber to ensure that the lowest possible background pressure during thruster operation [70]. Figure 8 shows a picture inside VF-5 from the east end of the chamber. Facility pressure was monitored with three xenon and one air calibrated ion gauges placed in locations to provide accurate background pressure during operation. The location and orientation of the four ion gauges are detail in Figure 9. Ion gauge 3 (IG#3) was employed as the main pressure reading during operation based on the modeling results and experimental experience [26, 70].

C. Power Supplies, Data Acquisition, and Control Systems

For the HERMeS TDU-1 test campaign the thruster was powered with a laboratory power rack that contained the discharge, inner and outer electromagnet, cathode heater, and cathode keeper power supplies. The discharge power supply consists of three 15 kW (1000 V and 15 A) power supplies that were connected in a master-slave configuration. A computer was used to sweep the thruster discharge voltage during the thruster stability characterization test.

The data acquisition system used for the TDU-1 electrical configuration characterization was a multiplexed datalogger with computer interface. The datalogger monitored the voltages, currents, temperatures, propellant flow rates, chamber pressure, and thrust at approximately 1 Hz during performance testing. The computer interface had the additional benefit of allowing a number of channels to be monitored with failsafe limits for unattended operation. The uncertainties of the datalogger measurements were ±0.05% for the voltage and current measurements.

D. Flow System
A laboratory propellant feed system was used in the TDU1 test campaign. The feed system supplied xenon to the thruster and was also used to elevate the facility background pressure. The propellant feed system utilized four mass flow controllers (MFC). A 500 and a 100 sccm MFC supplied xenon propellant to the thruster and cathode, respectively. A 200 and 1,000 sccm MFC supplied xenon to elevate the chamber pressure. The MFC calibration curves indicated that the anode and cathode flow rates uncertainty is approximately 1% of the set value.

E. Diagnostics

1. Thrust Stand

The performance characterization of the TDU-1 Hall thruster was measured with an inverted pendulum null-type thrust stand. The NASA GRC high-power thrust stand has an accuracy of ≤1% based on a statistical analysis of the calibration and thrust zero data taken throughout the test campaign. The operation and theory of the inverted pendulum null-type thrust stand are described in detail in Refs. [71-73]. The high-power thrust stand was operated in a null-type configuration, which allows the thruster to remain stationary while testing. The thrust stand is also equipped with a closed loop inclination control circuit, which utilize a piezoelectric element to minimize thermal drift during performance testing. The thrust stand was calibrated in-situ with calibrated masses on a pulley system connected to a stepper motor. The thrust stand was calibrated before and after each performance mapping period.

2. Plasma Plume

A variety of plasma diagnostics were used during the test campaign to map the plasma plume of the TDU-1 Hall thruster. These diagnostics include far-field Faraday Probe (FP), retarding potential analyzer (RPA), accompanying Langmuir Probe (LP), and a Wien filter spectrometer (WFS or $E \times B$ probe). Figure 9 (red box) and Figure 10 shows a diagram and photograph of the plasma plume diagnostics setup in the vacuum facility and are further detailed in Ref. [16].

The far-field FP, RPA, accompany LP, and $E \times B$ probe form the probe array. The probe array is mounted on a two-axis polar positioning system. Data collected include current density, ion energy per charge, and species composition as functions of polar angle and distance from the thruster. These data will be used for spacecraft interaction, thruster performance, and facility effect studies. Results of the spacecraft interaction studies will provide guidelines for the design of vehicles that may use HERMeS. The thruster performance studies will be used to characterize and form a baseline for various aspects of the thruster that can influence its performance and lifetime. The results of both studies will also be projected to a space-like environment in order to predict on-orbit thruster and plume characteristics as well as differences from ground-test characteristics.

3. Time Resolved Thruster Telemetry

The temporal behavior of the TDU-1 Hall thruster key parameters were continuously monitored by multiple oscilloscopes. The oscilloscope telemetry included both AC and DC monitoring of the thruster discharge current and voltage, thruster body voltage and current, cathode-to-ground voltage, and other key cathode parameters. The oscilloscopes internal functionally was used to calculate the Root Mean Square (RMS), Peak-2-Peak (Pk2Pk), and mean value where appropriate. The oscilloscope telemetry was fed into the test data acquisition system and recorded on the same time scale as the rest of the telemetry. The logging of the thruster temporal characteristics provided additional information on the high-speed IVB sweep that was demonstrated as useful information when interpreting the thruster stability in Refs. [32, 74]. Additionally a dedicated oscilloscope was used to record five million points of data on the discharge current and voltage for generation of Power Spectrum Density (PSD) plots of the selected operating conditions.

III. Results and Discussion

The TDU-1 thruster was subjected to an extensive set of tests at NASA GRC prior to the start of the long duration wear testing. These tests include standard performance and plume characterization, high-speed maps of thruster discharge current/voltage as a function of applied magnetic field (IVB) maps, magnetic field optimization maps, and
A stability assessment of the TDU-1 thruster. This section provides a summary of the TDU-1 thruster test results in the three thruster electrical configurations and two thruster boundary conditions detailed in Section I.A.2 and an initial interpretation of the presented data. The data presented in the paper are for the 600V 12.5kW HERMeS operating condition. While other throttle conditions were subjected to the same investigation and analysis, the authors believe that the 600V 12.5kW condition provides sufficient information to communicate the findings.

A. Performance Results

As part of the characterization of the TDU-1 Hall thruster, the thruster was subjected to a number of standard Hall thruster performance tests with a goal of understanding the performance and stability of the thruster over a range of operating parameters. The thrust, total efficiency, total mass flow rate, and total specific impulse (Isp) as a function of the magnetic field range of the TDU-1 are presented in Figure 11 through Figure 15, respectively. The key performance parameters, thruster telemetry, and the associated body-to-ground current and voltage are summarized in Table 1. The results shown in Figure 11 through Figure 15 were acquired at a background facility pressure of 4.4 µTorr-Xe, as measured on IG#3. The uncertainty of the thrust measurements for this campaign was statistically calculated from a large sampling of calibration and zero thrust checks and was found to be approximately ±0.6% of indicated thrust value for relative comparison and approximately ±1.8% for absolute measurements. For this discussion, the authors have chosen to use the relative uncertainty, since part of the purpose of this investigation is to examine the influence of the electrical and thruster boundary conditions. The uncertainty for the mass flow rate and electrical telemetry measurements were detailed in Section II.C and II.D. The uncertainty calculations of all of the measurements were propagated through the standard performance equations for total efficiency and specific impulse. The uncertainty bars were applied to two of the boundary cases for illustration purposes in Figure 11 through Figure 15.

![Figure 11. TDU-1 thruster (600V 12.5kW) as a function of normalized magnetic field for the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two thruster boundary conditions (statistically based thrust uncertainty is approximately ±0.6%).](image)

The performance results in Figure 11 and Table 1 show several interesting, and important, observations of the TDU-1 in the three electrical configurations and the two different thruster boundary conditions investigated. The most significant finding was the performance decrease of the TDU-1 thruster from the grounded to floating electrical configurations for both thruster boundary conditions. The performance of the TDU-1 decreased by 2% to 4% in thrust, over the magnetic field range of the thruster and for a conducting (graphite) thruster boundary condition between the grounded and floating electrical configurations. The thruster body current was observed to be 2.72 A, 13% of the total discharge current, for the grounded electrical configuration and conducting boundary condition. The thruster body current went to zero, as expected, and the thruster floated to -45 V with respect to the chamber ground with a time-resolved Pk2Pk of -126 V for the conducting boundary condition in the floating electrical configuration. The body of
the thruster floated negative to the local plasma potential to balance out the positive and negative charge collected by the thruster. As for the dielectric (Al2O3) thruster boundary condition, the performance decreased as well but to a lesser extent going from grounded to floating electrical configurations. However, despite the dielectric boundary of the TDU-1 thruster front poles, the thruster still collected 1.36 A, 6.5% of the total discharge current, in the floating configuration. The Al2O3 boundary condition in the floating electrical configuration reached -31 V with respect to the chamber with a time-resolved Pk2Pk of -78 V.

Table 1. TDU-1 600V 12.5kW thruster electrical and boundary condition telemetry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600V 12.5kW</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
<td>21.56</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-53</td>
<td>-126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cath</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>21.53</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cath</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dielectric boundary condition result, while not expected, is understandable after further consideration is given to TDU-1 magnetic field separatrix topology and that only the downstream face of the thruster was isolated from the plasma and not the sides or the radiator of the thruster (Figure 12). For the TDU-1 Hall thruster with concentric electromagnetic coils, the magnetic field lines from the discharge region of the thruster do not necessarily terminate on the dielectric front pole surface, and may intersect with conducting thruster surfaces. It is expected that if all the thruster surfaces were isolated from the plasma then the collected body current would go to zero for the grounded electrical configuration. Additionally, if the thruster separatrix terminated on a dielectric surface, then the collected body current should be close to zero. The dielectric covered H6MS, with a thruster separatrix that terminates on the outer face of the thruster (Figure 12), recently demonstrated close to zero body current in the grounded electrical configuration in Ref. [39].

The significance of these observations pertain to the classical method that flight Hall thrusters have been qualified and acceptance tested compared to the typical method that Hall thrusters are flown on spacecraft (Figure 6). As discussed in Section I.A.2, the thruster body is electrically connected to the spacecraft chassis and the chassis is allowed to float relatively to the local plasma potential. The results presented in Figure 11 suggest that a Hall thruster may have a slight to moderate performance decrease in space compared to the ground based testing that is not related to propellant ingestion effects on performance, as discussed in Section I.A.1. Another interesting interpretation of the data presented in Figure 11 is that the configuration of the Hall thruster external surfaces, dielectric or conductor, may account for the lack of performance change in the SPT-100 pressure study in Ref. [23] when switched between

Figure 12. Illustration of the two types of magnetic field topologies and their associated separatrices.
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grounded and floating configurations. The SPT-100 is configured in a typical Hall thruster flight configuration with a dielectric coating on the plasma wetted downstream surfaces. The results presented in Figure 11 for the TDU-1 Hall thruster indicate that the performance differences between the grounded and floating electrical configurations, while greater than the measurement uncertainty, were still small. This issue may be further masked by the difference of the magnetic field separatrix of the SPT-100, which is comprised of five electromagnetic coils, compared to the TDU-1 concentric electromagnetic coils. Additionally, the locations of the cathode and thruster separatrix have been shown to play a role in performance with decreasing background pressure [28, 30, 31, 75]. Given the differences listed here, it is probable that the configuration difference between the two thrusters might mask and/or result in decreased sensitivity to the electrical configurations for the SPT-100. However, without knowledge of the potential thruster body current in the SPT-100 when connected to facility ground, it is difficult to fully correlate the two sets of data. The SPT-100 dielectric plasma wetted surfaces and the topology of the separatrix may have resulted in shielding the thruster from the system’s electrons finding a low resistance path through the thruster body to the conducting vacuum chamber.

Another set of interesting observations from Figure 11 and Figure 14, is the initial conclusion that can be drawn from the total mass flow rate required and the measured performance of the TDU-1 at the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two thruster boundary conditions. Since the grounded electrical configuration provided the highest measured thrust at 600V 12.5kW (fixed discharge current) and had the highest mass flow rate, implies that the thruster in the grounded configuration had the highest current utilization efficiency of the three different configurations tested (the thruster body tied to cathode common will be discuss later). While, for the floating configuration with conducting boundary condition, and the dielectric boundary at the three thruster-facility electrical configurations, had a lower measured thrust and lower total mass flow rate to hit the 20.83A discharge current. This implies that in these configurations a larger portion of the thruster discharge current was in the form of electrical leakage current, or non-propulsive ion current. These results will be further discussed and correlated with the plasma plume results presented in Section III.B.

Figure 13. TDU-1 total efficiency (600V 12.5kW) as a function of normalized magnetic field for the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two thruster boundary conditions (uncertainty of approximately ±1.17%)

The total Isp results for the thruster in all of the thruster-facility electrical configurations and thruster boundary conditions are comparable for the range of thruster magnetic fields considered (Figure 15). However, Figure 15 does provide insight on the magnetic field range that the TDU-1 thruster should be operated in order to maximize the performance of the thruster. The results indicate that operating the TDU-1 thruster at the upper range of the magnetic field provides better performance and reduced propellant requirements, although only a slight improvement is gained.
As for the newly proposed thruster electrical configuration, cathode electrically connected to the cathode common of the Hall thruster system (Figure 5), the performance results in Figure 11 through Figure 15, and Table 1, indicate very promising performance results for the conductive boundary condition. The thrust, total efficiency, and total mass flow rate approached the grounded electrical configuration results for the conducting thruster boundary condition.

Figure 14. TDU-1 total mass flow rate (600V 12.5kW) as a function of normalized magnetic field for the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two thruster boundary conditions (uncertainty of approximately ±1%)

Figure 15. TDU-1 total Isp (600V 12.5kW) as a function of normalized magnetic field for the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two thruster boundary conditions (uncertainty of approximately ±1.3%)

However, unlike the grounded electrical configuration, the system electrons cannot take a low resistance path through the conducting vacuum chamber and recombine with the primary and/or CEX ions at the beam dump and/or chamber walls as shown in Figure 3. The cathode tied electrical configuration does result in electrons still being
collected by the thruster body; however, since the thruster body is electrically connected to the cathode, the collected electrons are forced back through the hollow cathode [39], as shown in the simple circuit diagram in Figure 16. Any potential power loss from this configuration has already been accounted for in the ratio of propulsive power to the system’s total power. As indicated in the results presented in Figure 11 through Figure 15, the thruster body electrically connected to the cathode common provides a similar physical process, and performance gains, as the grounded electrical configuration without the need for a large conductive shell to be surrounding the propulsion system. The thruster floating potential, in the cathode tied electrical configuration, is limited to the cathode floating potential, approximately -10 V to the ground for the data presented in this paper in a ground vacuum facility (cathode-to-ground voltage). As shown in Table 1, the steady state mean thruster potential was -9 V with a Pk2Pk of -36 V for the conducting graphite boundary condition and -10 V mean and -30 V Pk2Pk for the dielectric Al2O3 boundary condition in the cathode tied electrical configuration. While both the mean and Pk2Pk negative thruster body potential will increase any likely front pole erosion, it is still an approximately 80% decrease in mean and Pk2Pk negative potentials for the conducting graphite boundary condition as compared to the floating electrical configuration. The dielectric Al2O3 thruster boundary condition demonstrated a slightly smaller thruster potential decrease of ~66% for the mean and Pk2Pk from the floating electrical configuration to the cathode tied electrical configuration. The cathode tied to the isolated thruster body suggests that a Hall thruster propulsion system will most likely have a greater resistance to pole erosion than in a typical flight configuration (Figure 6). It is important to note that pole erosion is not a typical concern for current flight Hall thruster because of the required lifetimes.

At this stage of development of the HERMeS propulsion system, the thruster body electrically connected to the cathode common and isolated from the spacecraft chassis is a feasible option for future spacecraft architecture. The results for the dielectric thruster boundary condition, while not as definitive with the conducting configuration, still has noticeable benefits. The primary benefit is the knowledge of the electrons collected by the thruster body will be directed through the cathode and not allowed to find a low resistance path through the chamber, which will be absent during in-space operation.

B. Plasma Plume Characterization Results

The second portion of the TDU-1 characterization was to map the plume of the thruster at the three thruster-facility electrical configurations and the two boundary conditions. Correlating the plume and performance results can provide further insight into the processes of the TDU-1 Hall thruster. As described in Section II.E.2 earlier, the TDU-1 thruster was mapped with a FP, RPA, LP, and an ExB probe.

A comparison of the ion beam profile from the Faraday probe is shown in Figure 17. The conducting boundary (graphite) for the grounded and cathode tied electrical configurations have very similar profiles. The floating electrical configuration with the conductor boundary condition behaves similar to all three electrical configurations for the dielectric boundary condition. The momentum-weighted plume divergence angle for the six configurations were found using the methodology discussed in Ref. [16] and is tabulated in Table 2. The momentum-weighted plume divergence angle did not change much between the thruster configurations for the conducting graphite boundary condition. There is slightly more of a change in the momentum-weighted plume divergence angle for the dielectric boundary conditions. The floating electrical configuration had a slightly higher divergence than the grounded and cathode tied configuration with the lowest divergence observed in the grounded configuration (relative comparison). Although the performance of the TDU-1 with the conducting boundary condition and floating electrical configuration was within the family of the dielectric results, the plume divergence was still less for the conducting boundary condition.
The RPA provided more interesting and informative results for the plume high-energy ion cone, which is defined as the polar angle in which primary ion energies (~600 eV) are measured. The ion energy per charge versus polar angle is plotted for each of the six electrical and boundary conditions in Figure 18, while the final results are tabulated in Table 2. The first observation from the high-energy ion cone results is the dielectric boundary condition has a smaller cone of primary ions than the conducting boundary by 5° to 20° for each electrical configuration. The results imply that there is a smaller primary ion divergence for the floating electrical with a conducting boundary and the three electrical configurations with a dielectric boundary condition. If thruster-spacecraft interaction is a primary concern for spacecraft architects and mission planners, then it might be advantageous to use the dielectric and/or floating electrical configuration for the continued thruster development towards flight hardware. However, there are other concerns that need to be weighed and assessed alongside the plume results, such as thruster component erosion and thruster performance. There is a HERMeS TDU-1 companion paper that details the erosion results of the conducting and dielectric front pole boundary conditions of the thruster and can be found in Ref. [19].

Table 2. Summary of the plume results for the TDU-1 operating at 600V 12.5kW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thruster Config.</th>
<th>Electrical Config.</th>
<th>Plume Momentum-Weighted Divergence Angle</th>
<th>Plume High Energy Ion Cone</th>
<th>Charged Species Fractions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xe⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600V 12.5kW</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>G 19.3° 75-90°</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F 19.2° 60-65°</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cath 19.3° 70-75°</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600V 12.5kW</td>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td>G 19.5° 60-65°</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F 19.8° 55-60°</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cath 19.6° 60-65°</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One final plasma plume characterization results are the measured species fraction measured by the ExB probe along the centerline of the TDU-1 thruster at 600V 12.5kW. The ExB probe results are tabulated in Table 2 and indicates that in general the conducting boundary condition in the three electrical configurations has a lower fraction of singly-charge ions and greater double-charge ions than the dielectric boundary condition. It should also be noted that the for the triply-charge ions, the species fraction indicated no significant changes between the six configurations examined during this testing campaign. In the conducting (graphite) boundary condition the singly-charged species...
fraction increased by approximately 3% when changed from grounded to floating electrical configurations. As discussed earlier, in Section I.A.2 and Figure 6, the floating electrical configuration may represent the most space like configuration and the results in Table 2 indicate that the floating and cathode tied electrical configurations for both boundary conditions provide the most singly charge species fraction. Decreasing the doubly- and triply-charged ion species fractions provides easier integration into the spacecraft since multiply-charged propellant ions can cause more sputter/erosion damage than singly-charged ions. Another important observation from Table 2 is that the dielectric boundary conditions provides the least amount of multiply-charged ions by as much as a 1%. While a relatively small difference between the two boundary conditions, concerns for a spacecraft integration could benefit from a marginal decrease in the high-eroding doubly-charge ions population that a floating and/or dielectrically covered Hall thruster provides.

Figure 18. Ion energy per charge vs polar angle plots for each of the six electrical and boundary conditions for the TDU-1 Hall thruster.

C. Thruster Stability Characterization Results
The third portion of the TDU-1 characterization was to map the thruster stability, discharge current and voltage, by examining the time resolved thruster telemetry as a function of the applied magnetic field and at the three thruster-facility electrical configuration and the two boundary conditions. Correlating the stability results with the performance and plume results can provide further insight into the operation of the TDU-1 Hall thruster. The RMS and Pk2Pk of the discharge current and voltage as a function of applied magnetic field are presented in Figure 19 and Figure 20, respectively. The stability results provide some informative trends for the six configuration examined during this testing campaign. The discharge current RMS as a function of applied magnetic field was higher for the conducting boundary, for both the grounded and floating electrical configurations, compared to the floating electrical configuration with conducting boundary condition and all three electrical configurations for the dielectric boundary conditions. This is further evidence that the floating electrical configuration with conducting boundary was operating in a similar manner as the dielectric boundary condition in the three electrical configurations. However, the RMS of the discharge voltage indicates a different interpretation of the two boundary conditions in that the voltage RMS increased for the dielectric results, as compared the conducting boundary condition, from 65% to 85% of the applied magnetic field capabilities of the TDU-1.

The second set of stability plots examine the Pk2Pk of the discharge current and voltage, shown in Figure 20. The discharge current Pk2Pk indicates that the conducting boundary condition, at the grounded and floating electrical configurations, is higher than all three electrical configurations for the dielectric boundary condition. The floating electrical configuration with the conducting boundary condition falls within all three electrical configurations for the dielectric boundary conditions. The discharge voltage Pk2Pk indicates a different response to the applied magnetic field than has been observed with the rest of the data presented in this paper. There appears to be higher Pk2Pk
discharge current and voltage oscillation for the conducting boundary condition at low magnetic fields and then only
the grounded electrical configuration with the dielectric boundary condition increases at the highest applied magnetic
fields. The significance of these observations is still being assessed, however, one can draw a preliminary conclusion
on the configuration and operating regime that the TDU-1 Hall thruster should be operated from a stability point of
view. While the results are different over the range of applied magnetic fields, both sets of data indicate that the
thruster is stable in all six configurations and that other consideration can be weighed higher in the assessment process.

Figure 19. The discharge current and voltage RMS as a function of applied magnetic field.

Figure 20. The discharge current and voltage Pk2Pk as a function of applied magnetic field.

To further understand the stability of the TDU-1 Hall thruster the team employed a high-speed discharge voltage
sweeps at various applied magnetic fields and at a fixed mass flow rate and recorded the discharge current response.
This Hall thruster diagnostic technique is referred to as a high-speed IVB map and has successfully been used by other
Hall thruster investigations [32, 37, 38]. The IVB maps for the three electrical configurations and two boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 21 to Figure 23. These IVB maps can contain a vast amount of information on the
operating characteristics of a Hall thruster and can provide a good sense of stability range as well as help assess the
operational margins available. The first IVB comparison for the grounded electrical configuration is shown in Figure
21 and indicates that both boundary conditions have a mode switch around a discharge voltage between 400 V and
450V where the discharge current RMS values jump from ~1 A to ~4.5 A. Additionally, the conducting boundary
condition has one step increase (~ 4.9 A) in the RMS contour plot compared to the dielectric contour plot. However,
in the cathode tied electrical configuration IVB map (Figure 23) the RMS values of the discharge current remain
approximately the same between the two boundary conditions.

A mode switch could represent a change in the plasma plume profile, a change in the location of the ionization
and acceleration region, and/or the ionization processes for the Hall thruster. However, since the mode switch occurs
for all six configuration investigated in the test campaign at approximately the same discharge voltage, it is more
likely a result of Hall discharge process change at evaluated voltages. A comprehensive study over a variety of Hall
thruster design practices and scaling could determine if this is a fundamental feature of a Hall thruster or a particular feature of the HERMeS design.

Figure 21. IVB maps for the TDU-1 at 600V 12.5kW in the grounded electrical configuration for the two boundary conditions.

Figure 22. IVB maps for the TDU-1 at 600V 12.5kW in the floating electrical configuration for the two boundary conditions (limited data available for the graphite boundary condition in the floating electrical configuration).
The final set of telemetry that was acquired during the test campaign was PSD of the TDU-1 discharge current at each of the six different configurations investigated. The PSD of a Hall thruster discharge current is a method for characterizing the oscillating nature of a thruster and has been used in the past to observe its primary oscillation frequency, referred to as the “breathing mode”. The breathing mode oscillation of a typical Hall thruster has been described as an axial ionization wave in the discharge channel and was first described by Fife in Ref. [76] by the following relationship:

$$2\pi f_i = \frac{\sqrt{V_{lon}V_n}}{L_{\text{Discharge}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation (1)}

$$L_{\text{Discharge}} = \frac{\sqrt{V_{lon}V_n}}{2\pi f_i} \sim \frac{\text{Constant}}{f_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation (2)}

where $f_i$ is the primary oscillation frequency of the Hall thruster, $V_{lon}$ is the accelerated ion exit velocity, $V_n$ is the thermal speed of the neutral propellant entering the discharge channel, and $L_{\text{Discharge}}$ is the length of the ionization and acceleration regions of the discharge channel. The relationship in Equation (1) can provide a means to quantify whether the oscillations in the electrical configurations and/or the boundary conditions explored in the test campaign caused the discharge to move in the discharge channel. Rearranging Equation (1) for $L_{\text{Discharge}}$ and assuming that the ion exit velocity (confirmed by RPA most probable voltage data for the six configurations) and the neutral propellant (assume the TDU-1 thermal loading unchanged for the anode) remain constant between the six configurations, therefore any changes in the primary oscillation frequency may indicate a shift in the discharge location and/or length, shown in Equation (2).

The PSD for the dielectric boundary condition and the three thruster-facility electrical configurations is shown in Figure 24. The grounded configuration had the lowest primary oscillating frequency followed by the cathode tied and then the floating configurations. The largest change was from the grounded to floating configuration and implies, from Equation (2), that the ionization and acceleration zones length in the discharge channel decreased in the floating configuration as compared to the grounded configuration. This could imply that the plasma potential distribution changed between the grounded and floating configurations and could be confirmed by near field plasma potential measurements, not conducted in this testing campaign. An interesting result is the change in the primary oscillation frequency between the cathode-tied and the grounded configurations. The small decrease in the performance results, shown in Figure 11, between the grounded and cathode tied configurations implied a similar operation characteristics between the two configurations. However, there is a clear shift in the PSD between the two cases. The results in Figure 24 suggest that additional diagnostic measurements will need to be employed to examine the physical processes occurring between the electrical configurations.
The PSD for the conducting boundary condition and the three thruster-facility electrical configurations is shown in Figure 25. The observed trends in the conducting case are similar to the dielectric configuration. One difference in the conducting versus dielectric boundary conditions is that aside from the shift in frequency, the amplitude of the frequency peaks grew from grounded to cathode to floating electrical configurations. A similar trend was observed in the discharge voltage RMS and Pk2Pk in Figure 19 and Figure 20, respectively.

Finally a comparison of the PSD from both dielectric and conducting boundary conditions in the thruster-facility floating configuration is shown in Figure 26. There is an increase in primary oscillating frequency from the dielectric to conducting boundary conditions; however, the amplitude remained approximately the same. The increase in a frequency for the conducting boundary condition implies a decrease in the ionization and acceleration region length in the discharge channel. Combining the observation from Figure 26 and Table 2, one can tentatively conclude that because the high-energy primary ion cone was smaller for the dielectric boundary condition, that more of the ionization and acceleration occurred deeper in the discharge channel. This would effectively prevent higher angle divergent ions from escaping into the plume.

Figure 24. The TDU-1 discharge current PSD for the dielectric boundary condition and the three electrical configurations.

Figure 25. The TDU-1 discharge current PSD for the conducting boundary condition and the three electrical configurations.
IV. Conclusion

The NASA 12.5 kW HERMeS TDU-1 Hall thruster was successfully characterized in three different thruster-facility electrical configurations with dielectric and conducting boundary conditions. The characterization included performance, plume, and stability assessments. The performance results indicated the highest performance was achieved in the grounded and conducting configuration. However, telemetry indicated a large electron current, approximately 10% of the discharge current, from the thruster body to the facility ground in this configuration. Recent Hall thruster investigations have found that a grounded Hall thruster chassis in a conducting vacuum facility can syphon a portion of the electrons from the system and allow them to travel through a lower resistance path of the chamber and recombine with the ion beam at the beam dump and/or chamber walls. This configuration cannot be replicated in space and might result in the Hall thruster operating differently in flight. The plume results provide key information in assessing the performance characterization in the six configurations examined. The high-energy primary ion cone was 5° - 20° narrower for the dielectric boundary condition compared to the conducting boundary condition. The charge species fraction for the dielectric boundary condition showed a slight improvement of singles-to-doubles ratio compared to the conducting boundary condition for all three electrical configurations. The stability assessment of the three different thruster-facility electrical configurations with dielectric and conducting boundary conditions provided additional information on the operation of the thruster. The TDU-1 was slightly less oscillatory in the dielectric boundary conditions for all thruster-facility electrical configurations. The PSD of the six configurations examined in the paper indicate that changing the thruster boundary condition and/or the thruster-facility electrical configuration can influence the ionization and acceleration regions of the TDU-1 Hall thruster. The work covered in this paper also examined a potential new thruster electrical configuration, thruster chassis electrically connected to the cathode common, that may provide solutions to ground based development and testing and how they relate to in-space operation. The results presented in this paper are only part of the information gained on the TDU-1 thruster and will be used with other information to help direct the final thruster configuration for future NASA missions.
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